Finashin §1. Introduction 1.1. The subject. In this paper we introduce and study a version of relative SeibergWitten (SW) invariants, as well as a similar version of relative Ozsváth-Szabó (OS) invariants, for surfaces Σ of genus g > 1 embedded in a 4-manifold X with the self-intersection index Σ 2 0. In the case Σ 2 = 0 we assume in addition that Σ is essential, that is class [Σ] ∈ H 2 (X) has infinite order.
X on the set of Spin C structures in X. It is convenient sometimes to view the image SW X (s) ∈ A of s ∈ Spin C (X) as a homomorphism SW X,s : A X → Z. It is required for the definition of SW X that b + 2 (X) 1 and that a homology orientation of X, that is an orientation of H 1 (X; R) ⊕ H 2 + (X; R), is fixed. In a bit special case b + 2 (X) = 1, an orientation of the line H 2 + (X) is additionally required to be fixed (for details see [KM] , [MST] , or [T1] ). The function SW X is homogeneous, with respect to the grading d : Spin C (X) → Z, d(s) = 1 4 (c 2 1 (s)−(2χ(X)+3σ(X)) and the grading in A * X which is defined on the generators so that U has weight 2 and α ∈ H 1 (X), α = 0, have weight 1. A simplified version of the
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invariant SW X is its restriction to the 0-homogeneous part, that is to Spin C (0) (X) = {s ∈ Spin C (X) | d(s) = 0}, with values in Z = (A X ) (0) . One can also simplify setting ignoring the action of H 1 (X), that is consider values of SW X in a subring Z[U ] of A * X , taking the projection A * X → Z[U ] sending α ∈ H 1 (X) to 0. One can ignore similarly the action of Z[U ].
We will construct a map SW X,Σ : Spin C (X, Σ) → A * X,Σ from the set of relative Spin C structures. An absolute Spin C structure s ∈ Spin C (X) is viewed in this paper as an equivalence class of principal Spin C 4 bundles S → X (reductions of the bundle of the tangent SO 4 -frames). In the definition of a relative structure (see §2), r ∈ Spin C (X, Σ), we fix in addition an isomorphism between the restriction S| Σ and the canonical principal Spin C bundle, S Σ → Σ, which represent the canonical Spin C structure s Σ in τ X | Σ , that can be characterized by its Chern number, c 1 (s Σ )[Σ] = χ(Σ) + Σ 2 . Along with the set Spin C (X, Σ), which is an affine space over H 2 (X, Σ), we consider its image, Spin C (X, s Σ ) = {s ∈ Spin C (X) | s| Σ = s Σ }, under the relativization (forgetting) map, rel X,Σ : Spin C (X, Σ) → Spin C (X). Along with SW X we consider its restriction, SW X,s Σ : Spin C (X, s Σ ) → A * X . Remark. One can interpret the functions SW X , SW X,s Σ and SW X,Σ as elements, SW X ∈ A * X,Σ [Spin C (X, Σ)] respectively. Here, for any given set M and a ring R, we denote by R[M ] the set of finitely supported R-valued functions on M , which can be also treated as finite formal sums i r i m i , r i ∈ R, m i ∈ M . Note that if a group G acts on the M and thus on R[M ], then the latter becomes a module over the group ring R [G] . If the action of G on M is affine (that is free and transitive), then R[M ] is an affine module over R [G] .
If f : M 1 → M 2 is a map and ρ : R 1 → R 2 is a ring morphism, then the push-forward map is a morphism of modules f * :
, r m → ρ(r) f (m), for m ∈ M 1 , r ∈ R 1 . We will prove that SW X,s Σ = (rel X,Σ ) * (SW X,Σ ) (the splitting formula (5) in Theorem 1.4.1).
1.3. Definition of SW X,Σ . Let (X, Σ) denote a pair obtained from (X, Σ) by blowing up X at points of Σ, so that the self-intersection index Σ 2 inX vanishes. Given r ∈ Spin C (X, Σ), letr ∈ Spin C (X, Σ) denote its image under the canonical affine map Spin C (X, Σ) → Spin C (X, Σ) agreeing with the homomorphism H 2 (X, Σ) → H 2 (X, Σ) induced by the blow-downX → X (see 3.4).
The gluing operation for relative Spin C structures in a fiber sum X + # Σ X − , defined in 3.5 yields a map ∨ : Spin C (X + , Σ) × Spin C (X − , Σ) → Spin C (X + # Σ X − , Σ), (r + , r − ) → r + ∨ r − whose composition with the relativization map gives
The both maps are affine with respect to the corresponding natural homomorphisms in the cohomology. 2
Fixing a homology orientation of X and choosing any relatively minimal Lefschetz fibration W → S 2 with a fiber Σ and b 1 (W ) = 0, we define
where r W,Σ ∈ Spin C (W, Σ) is the canonical structure of the Lefschetz fibration introduced in 2.6.
In any fiber sum M = X# Σ Y that appears in this paper we choose an appropriate homology orientation of M , determined by the homology orientations given in X and Y , so that the product formula will look like in §4, A5. This homology orientation differs from the one in [MST] for two reasons. First, we shall not need the sign (−1) b(M,N) that appears in the product formula of [MST] , so we alter if needed the homology orientation to eliminate it. Second, it is more natural for us to orient surface Σ in the way opposite to [MST] , which involves another sign, (−1)
In our case, the homology orientation ofX is determined by the one fixed in X, since
The homology orientation of W is the canonical symplectic homology orientation defined in [T2] .
Remark. Our convention for the homology orientation of X# Σ Y gives as an outcome several important properties. One of them is independence of the homology orientation under the summation order in the fiber sums
Another property is that for symplectic pairs (X, Σ) and (Y, Σ) carrying symplectic homology orientations, we obtain the symplectic homology orientation of X# Σ Y .
1.4. The main result.
1.4.1. Theorem. The invariant SW X,Σ : Spin C (X, Σ) → Z is independent of the auxiliary choices that we made and has the following properties.
(1) Finiteness of the set B X,Σ = {r ∈ Spin C (X, Σ) | SW X,Σ (r) = 0}. (2) The blow-up relation SWX ,Σ (r) = SW X,Σ (r).
(3) The conjugation symmetry SW X,Σ = (−1) 1 4 (σ(X)+χ(X)) SW X,−Σ • conj, where −Σ is Σ with the opposite orientation, and conj : Spin C (X, Σ) → Spin C (X, −Σ) the conjugation involution (see 2.2 and 2.6 for the definition). (4) Normalization: SW X,Σ (r) = 1, if X admits a relatively minimal Lefschetz pencil with a fiber Σ, r X,Σ ∈ Spin C (X, Σ) the canonical structure of the pencil (see 2.6), and X is endowed with the canonical homology orientation of a symplectic manifold (for a symplectic structure agreeing with the pencil). (5) Splitting formula relating the absolute and the relative SW invariants: 
where r ∈ Spin C (X, Σ). (7) Adjunction inequality for r ∈ B X,Σ and a membrane F ⊂ X, with the connected complement Σ ∂F (note that positivity of F 2 is not required)
By definition, a membrane with respect to Σ ⊂ X is a compact surface F ⊂ X with the boundary ∂F = F ∩ Σ, at no point of which F is tangent to Σ. The self-intersection index F 2 is defined with respect to the normal framing along ∂F which is tangent to Σ. The number r[F ] (evaluation of r on F ) is defined in 2.6. Throughout the paper we suppose that membranes are connected and oriented, although the adjunction inequality holds as well for disconnected membranes, which follows from additivity of χ(F ), F 2 and r[F ]. The adjunction inequality for membranes implies for instance the minimal genus property for symplectic and Lagrangian membranes in symplectic manifolds, namely 
Proof. The adjunction inequality 1.4.1(7) becomes an equality for such X, Σ, F , and for the canonical Spin C structure r ∈ Spin C (X, Σ) (symplectic or Lagrangian, depending on the choice of Σ). The assumptions formulated for
, so 1.4.1(7) yields the required estimate for g(F ′ ).
Another example of application of 1.4.1(7) is as follows.
Together with (5), the product formula (6) of Theorem 1.4.1 implies
Remarks.
(1) The product formula in Theorem 1.4.1 and Corollary 1.4.4 can be expressed as
where ∨ * and (# Σ ) * are the obvious push-forward homomorphisms
(2) The case of genus g = 1 is a bit special, mainly because the product formula in this case looks different. Nevertheless, the same definition for SW X,Σ can be given for g = 1, and all the properties except the splitting formula (5) in Theorem 1.4.1 still hold. This follows from the results of Taubes [T3] , except for the property (7) (not discussed in [T3] ), which is proved by the same arguments as in the case g > 1. (3) The invariant SW X,Σ can be defined similarly for a multi-component surface Σ, as one can take fiber sums with auxiliary Lefschetz fibrations along all the components of Σ. The properties of such invariants are analogous to those formulated in Theorem 1.4.1, and the proofs repeat the arguments in §5. (4) One can consider a version
of the invariant SW X,Σ , which depends in addition on a subgroup K ⊂ H 1 (Σ). Here Spin C (X, Σ)/K is the quotient of Spin C (X, Σ) by the action of K, where h ∈ K acts as s → s + δ(h), and δ :
The definition of SW X,Σ,K is similar to that of SW X,Σ , except that the condition H 1 (W ) = 0 for a Lefschetz fibration W → S 2 is replaced by the condition K = Im(H 1 (W ) → H 1 (Σ)) (if K can be expressed as such an image). In particular, for K = 0, we have SW X,Σ,K = SW X,Σ and for K = H 1 (Σ) the invariant SW X,Σ,K coincides with the restriction, SW X,s Σ , of the absolute invariant.
In general, there is a splitting formula
The proof of this formula is analogous to the proof of (5) in Theorem 1.4.1.
1.5. Example. As was mentioned, our definition of SW X,Σ is related to and was essentially inspired by the construction in [FS2] used to distinguish the embeddings of surfaces obtained by rim-surgery from Σ. For instance, the results of [FS2] interpreted in terms of SW X,Σ provide the following formula.
Assume that ℓ ⊂ Σ is a simple closed curve, K ⊂ S 3 is a knot and Σ K,ℓ ⊂ X is a surface obtained from Σ ⊂ X by rim surgery along ℓ using K as a pattern. Then 
1.6. Refinement of the Ozsváth-Szabó invariants for closed 4-manifolds. In [OS2] Ozsvath and Szabo constructed an invariant Φ X,s : A X → Z/ ± 1, for a closed 4-manifold X with a Spin C structure s ∈ Spin C (X). In the other words, they defined a mapping OS X : Spin
The construction of the invariant OS X,Σ : Spin
, as a refinement of OS X with respect to a surface Σ ⊂ X is identical to the construction of SW X,Σ given in 1.3. The properties of OS X,Σ are also analogous to those of SW X,Σ . It looks very probable that the ±-ambiguity of the invariant OS X can be eliminated if we fix a homology orientation like in the case of SW invariants. But since it is actually not written at the moment, we either have to admit growing ambiguity in the formulas involving summation (in (5) and (6) of Theorem 1.4.1), or deal with the (mod 2) reduction of the OS invariants, OS (5) and (6).
1.7. Refinement of the Ozsváth-Szabó 4-dimensional invariants with respect to a mapping torus boundary component. There is an equivalent point of view to the invariant OS X,Σ considering it as a refinement of the OS invariant of X • (obtained from X by removing a tubular neighborhood of Σ) with respect to its boundary component M ∼ = Σ × S 1 . We define such a refinement in a bit more general setting, replacing M ∼ = Σ × S 1 by an arbitrary mapping torus M f for f : Σ → Σ. The plane field tangent to the fibers of the projection M f → S 1 defines a canonical Spin C reduction of the tangent bundle τ M . Let Spin C (X, M f ) denote the set of the relative Spin C structures in a compact 4-manifold X with respect to such Spin
, and t i = s| M i , i = 0, 1 (note that t 1 is the canonical structure on M f , since s = rel(r)). Consider an auxiliary cobordism W : M 1 → M 2 which has structure of a Lefschetz fibration q : W → S 1 × [1, 2] over the annulus, so that
There is a canonical relative Spin C structure, r W ∈ Spin C (W, M 1 ), which is a refinement of the canonical absolute structure s W = rel(r W ) ∈ Spin C (W ). We assume that the Lefschetz fibration is relatively minimal and b 1 (W ) = 0 (one can always find such a fibration with any prescribed mapping tori M i , i = 1, 2, for example we may assume in addition that M 2 ∼ = Σ × S 1 ). The homomorphism
The product formula of [OS2] applied to the cobordism X ∪ W : [CW] .
6 §2. Absolute and relative Spin C structures 2.1. Spin C reductions and structures. Assume that π P : P → X is a principle SO n bundle. A Spin C reduction of P is a principle Spin C n bundle π S : S → X together with a bundle map F :
n . An isomorphism between a pair of Spin C -reductions, S i → X, F i : S i → P , i = 1, 2, is a Spin C n -bundle isomorphism S 1 → S 2 commuting with F 1 and F 2 . A Spin C -structure in a principle bundle P is an isomorphism type of Spin C -reductions. The set of Spin Cstructures in P , which will be denoted by Spin C (P ), is an affine space with respect to
The determinant homomorphism, det : Spin C n → U (1), associates with any principal Spin
, is by definition the Chern class c 1 (det(S)), where S → P is a Spin C reduction representing s.
Given a vector n-bundle E → X, we will speak about Spin C reductions of E and Spin C structures in E using notation Spin C (E) for the set of the latters. By such Spin C reductions (structures) we mean the reductions of (structures in) the principal SO n -frame bundle P associated with some Euclidian structure in E. If X is a manifold, then we will let Spin
where τ X is the tangent bundle.
Remark. Omitting a metric in the notation such as Spin C (E) or Spin C (X) cannot lead to a confusion because the correspondence between the sets Spin C (P ) for different choices of a metric is canonical. The same is applicable to the relative Spin C structures discussed below.
The conjugation involution in Spin
C (P ). The conjugation automorphism, conj n , in Spin C n is defined as the lifting to the double covering Spin C n → SO n ×S 1 of the product automorphism in SO n ×S 1 , which is the identity in SO n and the complex conjugation z →z in S 1 ⊂ C. Given a principal Spin C n bundle S → X we define in the set S another action of Spin C n as the composition S × Spin C n → S × Spin C n → S of id × conj n and the initial action of Spin C n in S. We call the new principal Spin C n bundle conjugate to S and denote it bȳ S → X. The conjugate bundle to a Spin C reduction of an SO n bundle P → X is also a reduction of P , so the conjugation defines an involution, conj P : Spin
s →s. Note that c 1 (s) = −c 1 (s) and that conj P is an anti-affine map, that is s + h =s−h for any s ∈ Spin C (P ) and h ∈ H 2 (X) (cf. 2.3).
2.3. Homology interpretation of Spin C structures. One can view the set Spin C (P ) as a coset in H 2 (P ) with respect to the image of H 2 (X) under the monomorphism π * P : H 2 (X) → H 2 (P ), which makes transparent the nature of the affine structure in Spin C (P ). Namely, a Spin C reduction F : S → P can be viewed as U 1 -bundle over P since ker(Spin C n → SO n ) ∼ = U 1 , and the Chern class c 1 (F ) ∈ H 2 (P ) defines the correspondence between Spin C structures and those cohomology classes which have a non-trivial restriction H 2 (P ) → H 2 (SO n ) ∼ = Z/2, n 3, to a fiber of P .
Given any s ∈ Spin C (P ) ⊂ H 2 (P ), one can easily observe that π * P (c 1 (s)) = 2s and that s = −s. 7 2.4. Canonical Spin C reductions. The map U n → SO 2n ×U 1 , whose first component is the forgetting homomorphism and the second is the determinant, has a unique lifting to the double covering Spin C 2n → SO 2n ×U 1 . Thus, with any principal U n bundle π Q : Q → X we can associate a Spin C 2n bundle S = Q× U n Spin C 2n → X, which has the same determinant as Q. If Q → P is an U n reduction of SO 2n bundle π P : P → X, then the associated
An almost complex structure compatible with a symplectic form defines a Spin C reduction on a symplectic manifold, called the symplectic Spin C reduction. In fact, a Spin C structure in a vector bundle E → X over a CW complex X is determined by an almost complex structure along its 2-skeleton, Ske 2 X (the latter should be extendable to Ske 3 X, although the choice of a particular extension does not change the Spin C structure involved). This observation lets us define the canonical Spin C structures on the total space X of a Lefschetz fibration p : X → S 2 , since in the complement of the finite set, C(p) ⊂ X, of the critical points of p, the tangent bundle τ X splits into the "vertical" 2-subbundle and the complementary "horizontal" 2-subbundle, which defines an almost complex structure in X C(X). It is not difficult to show that this structure coincides with the one arising from a symplectic form supported by the Lefschetz fibration.
Relative Spin
C -structures. Let (X, A) be a CW-pair, π P : P → X a principal SO n bundle, π P |A : P A → A the restriction of π P over A, and
We define a relative Spin C reduction of P with respect to S A as a Spin C -reduction, S → X, F : S → P , together with an isomorphism R : S| A → S A , such that F A • R is the restriction of F to A (roughly speaking, this means that a Spin C -reduction S is an extension of S A ). An isomorphism between relative Spin C -reductions
, is defined as an isomorphism S 1 → S 2 of Spin C bundles whose restriction over A commutes with R
(1) and R (2) . An isomorphism class of relative Spin Creductions is called a relative Spin C structure, and the set of such structures is denoted by Spin C (P, S A ). It is straightforward to check that Spin C (P, S A ) is an affine space over H 2 (X, A) and the natural forgetting map rel : Spin C (P, S A ) → Spin C (P ) is affine with respect to cohomology relativization homomorphism H 2 (X, A) → H 2 (X). Note furthermore that the conjugation involution defined like in the absolute case interchanges Spin C (P, S A ) and Spin C (P, S A ). Like in the absolute case, it is anti-affine, that is r + h = r − h for r ∈ Spin C (P, S A ), h ∈ H 2 (X, A). In the examples that we are concerned about, the principal bundle P → X is associated with a 4-dimensional vector bundle E → X (say, the tangent bundle of a 4-manifold) as E is endowed with an auxiliary Euclidian structure. There exists a 2-subbundle in E| A (for instance, A = Σ is a surface in X, or a tubular neighborhood A = N of Σ, or the boundary A = ∂N ), which defines SO 2 × SO 2 and thus Spin 4 reduction S A → A. In such a situation, we use notation Spin C (X, A) rather than Spin C (P, S A ) suppressing the bundles from the notation.
Example: Spin
C reduction along a surface Σ in a 4-manifold X. Splitting of the tangent bundle τ X | Σ along Σ into a sum τ Σ ⊕ ν Σ of the tangent and the normal bundles to Σ defines its U 1 × U 1 reduction and thus a Spin C reduction, which we denote S Σ → Σ. 8
Note that inversion of the orientation of Σ results in conjugation of the associated canonical Spin C 4 bundle, S −Σ = S Σ . In particular, the conjugation involution in this case is Spin
Assume that r ∈ Spin C (X, Σ). Note that any membrane (F, ∂F ) ⊂ (X, Σ) defines trivializations of the both τ Σ and ν Σ along ∂F , and thus provides a trivialization of det S Σ ∼ = τ Σ ⊗ ν Σ . The obstruction class in H 2 (F, ∂F ) for extension of this trivialization to the whole F , as it is evaluated on the fundamental class, [F, ∂F ] 
Assume now that Σ ⊂ X is a symplectic surface with respect to some symplectic structure ω in X that is ω| Σ > 0. Then we can define the canonical symplectic relative Spin C structure, r X,Σ ∈ Spin C (X, Σ) whose relativization rel(r X,Σ ) ∈ Spin C (X) is the absolute symplectic canonical Spin C structure. Namely, the structure Σ X is by definition represented by a Spin C reduction S → P of the principal SO 4 bundle P → X, which arises from an almost complex structure determined in τ X as we fix there a Riemannian metric agreeing with ω. If we choose a metric making the surface Σ pseudo-holomorphic (which is always possible), then the restriction S| Σ is identified with the canonical Spin C -bundle
A special case of our interest is a fiber in a Lefschetz fibration p : X → S 2 , or more generally, a fiber of a Lefschetz pencil. Such a fiber Σ ⊂ X is symplectic with respect to the symplectic form ω supported by a Lefschetz fibration (or pencil) which was constructed in [G] , and thus we may speak of the structure r X,Σ ∈ Spin C (X, Σ). It is easy to check that it is canonical (independent of the choice of ω). In fact, one can define r X,Σ directly, using only the structure of the Lefschetz pencil like it is done in 2.4, without referring to ω.
By definition, the conjugate Lefschetz fibration p : X → S 2 is set-theoretically the same as p, and the only difference is with the orientation of the base-space S 2 = −S 2 and of the fibers, Σ = −Σ (so that X has the same orientation as X). It is not difficult to observe that r X,Σ = r X,Σ ∈ Spin C (X, −Σ).
Remark. Note that the canonical Spin C structure r X,Σ ∈ Spin C (X, Σ) of a symplectic pair (X, Σ) is invariant under the monodromy induced by any symplectic isotopy of Σ in X, whereas any other structure, r = r X,Σ + h ∈ Spin C (X, Σ), h ∈ H 2 (X, Σ), is sent by the monodromy to r X,Σ + f * (h), where f * is the monodromy in the cohomology.
Assuming that Σ is a Lagrangian surface in a symplectic manifold X, one can define similarly the Lagrangian canonical relative Spin C structure, r X,Σ ∈ Spin C (X, Σ).
Remark. It may be interesting to observe (although not essential for this paper) that one can define as well the canonical Lagrangian relative Spin C structure with respect to a non-orientable Lagrangian surface Σ. For such a surface, the canonical Spin C reduction,
* . The lifting to Spin 
is an isomorphism of affine spaces agreeing with the isomorphism
an isomorphism of the affine spaces agreeing with the isomorphism
The particular case of our interest concerns a tubular neighborhood N of Σ in X. The projection q : N → Σ determines a splitting of the tangent bundle τ N = τ X | N into sum of the subbundle tangent to the fibers of q, which can be naturally identified with the pull-back q * ν Σ , and its orthogonal complement, which can be identified with q * τ Σ . This yields a canonical Spin C reduction S N → P N , which can be identified with the pull-back of the reduction S Σ → P Σ from the example in 2.6. Let us denote by S M → M the restriction of S N to the boundary M = ∂N .
Corollary. Let Σ ⊂ X be a surface in a 4-manifold, N ⊂ X its compact tubular neighborhood, M = ∂N , and X • = X Int(N ). Then we have canonical affine isomorphisms
Gluing of Spin C structures 3.1. The gluing construction. Assume that Y = Y + ∪ Y − is a decomposition of a CW complex into a union of subcomplexes and P → Y is a principal SO n bundle. Let P ± and P M denote the restrictions of P over Y ± and M = Y + ∩ Y − . Fixing some Spin C reduction S M → P M , we obtain a natural affine isomorphism
which agrees with the isomorphism
In composition with the relativization map rel : Spin
Namely, we just glue together a pair of Spin C reductions, S ± → P ± , representing r ± via the product of the isomorphisms S + | M → S M → S − |M prescribed by r ± , and obtain a Spin C reduction S → Y representing the product structure r + r − ∈ Spin C (Y ).
3.2. Example: product of Spin C -cobordisms. Note that to define the product of Spin C cobordisms, the Spin C structures should be relative with respect to the boundary. More precisely, let Y − be a cobordism from n-manifold M − to M , Y + a cobordism from M to M + , and Y is their product. If we fix a certain Spin C reduction over M , then the above gluing construction yields r − r + ∈ Spin C (Y ) for any r ± ∈ Spin C (Y ± , M ). If moreover Spin C reductions are fixed over M ± , then for r ± ∈ Spin C (Y ± , ∂Y ± ), we obtain similarly r − r + ∈ Spin C (Y, ∂Y ). 10 3.3. Connected sums of Spin C structures. Consider the connected sum X = X + #X − of n-manifolds X ± , that is a union X
and B n ± ⊂ X ± is a ball. Using the above gluing construction we obtain a map (s + , s − ) → s + #s − which is the composition of the isomorphisms
and the relativization Spin
. Namely, given Spin C bundles (reductions of τ X ± ), S ± → X representing s ± , we define their connected sum S + #S − as the Spin C bundle (reduction of τ X ) obtained by gluing
As a reference Spin C n -bundle S S n−1 → S n−1 we take the restriction of the trivial bundle S B n ± → B n ± (in fact, for n = 3 we can take any Spin C reduction since they are all isomorphic). The gluing map ∂B n + → ∂B n − is covered by an isomorphism
, which is unique up to gauge-isotopy of Spin C reductions unless n = 2. In the case n = 2, we choose among the isomorphisms the one which can be extended over the n-balls.
Blowing up of a structure r ∈ Spin
C (X, Σ). Differential topologically, a blowup of a 4-manifold X is a connected sumX = X# − CP 2 . A relative blowup of a pair (X, Σ), where Σ ⊂ X is a surface, is a connected sum of pairs (X,Σ) = (X, Σ)#(−CP 2 , CP 1 ),
, and a Spin
C reduction S −1 → −CP 2 representing s −1 . The blowup of a structure s ∈ Spin C (X) is defined asŝ = s#s −1 . Given r ∈ Spin C (X, Σ) represented by a Spin C reduction S and an isomorphism R : S| Σ → S Σ , we definer ∈ Spin C (X,Σ) as the relative Spin C structure represented byŜ = S#S −1 and the isomorphismR :Ŝ|Σ → SΣ, which is the unique (up to gaugehomotopy) extension of the isomorphism R restricted over Σ • . Such an extension exists because the obstruction for it is c 1 (ŝ)[Σ] − (χ(Σ) +Σ 2 ) = 0. Its uniqueness follows from that
3.5. Fiber sums. Let Σ is a closed oriented surface of genus g > 1. We say X is a Σ-marked 4-manifold, if there is a fixed smooth embedding f : Σ → X endowed with a normal framing of f (Σ) (in particular, Σ 2 = 0). We will identify Σ with f (Σ) writing for instance Spin C (X, Σ) instead of Spin C (X, f (Σ)) if this does not lead to a confusion. We recall that the fiber sum, X = X + # Σ X − , is obtained from the complements X • ± = X ± Int(N ± ) of the tubular neighborhoods N ± ⊂ X ± by gluing along their boundary, ∂N ± . More precisely, one can fix an orientation preserving diffeomorphisms N ± ∼ = Σ × D 2 which agree with the given normal framings and define the gluing map between ∂N ± ∼ = Σ × S 1 as the direct product of the identity in Σ and an orientation reversing diffeomorphism S 1 → S 1 (say, the complex conjugation in S 1 ⊂ C). Let M denote the common part ∂N + = −∂N − of X • ± . Note that X has naturally a structure of Σ-marked 4-manifold, since Σ t = Σ × t ⊂ Σ × S 1 ∼ = M can be identified with Σ and has a natural normal framing.
Operations r + # Σ r − ∈ Spin C (X) and r + ∨ r − ∈ Spin C (X, Σ) for r ± ∈ Spin C (X, Σ) are defined as the composition of the isomorphism
with the relativization maps Spin
Given s ± ∈ Spin C (X ± , s Σ ) we denote by s − # Σ s + a subset of Spin C (X) consisting of the structures r − # Σ r + for all r ± ∈ rel −1 X ± ,Σ (s ± ). It is not difficult to check that the set s − # Σ s + is affine with respect to the subgroup ∆ M ⊂ H 2 (X), which is the image of H 1 (Σ) under the product of the homomorphism q * : H 1 (Σ) → H 1 (M ) induced by the projection q : M ∼ = Σ × S 1 → Σ and the boundary map δ M : H 1 (M ) → H 2 (X). One can also interpret s − # Σ s + as a set consisting of those s ∈ Spin C (X) which have d(s) = d(s + ) + d(s − ) and whose restriction to X • ± coincides with that of s ± . 3.6. The natural properties of the fiber sum. Our aim in this section is to justify the natural properties of the operations r 1 ∨ r 2 and r 1 # Σ r 2 , which will let us for instance use notation r 1 ∨ r 2 ∨ r 3 and r 1 # Σ r 2 # Σ r 3 for iterations of these operations due to the associativity
First of all, let us analyze the ambiguity in the definition of the fiber sum of Σ-marked 4-manifolds X ± . If we make another choice of tubular neighborhoods and of the diffeomorphisms N ± ∼ = Σ × D 2 , then another connected sum X ′ that we obtain is related to X by a naturally diffeomorphism, f : X → X ′ , whose restriction to X
• ± is the identity, at least in the complement of some collar for M . The connected sum is obviously commutative by the construction. It is also associative in the sense that there is a natural diffeomorphism (X 1 # Σ X 2 )# Σ X 3 ∼ = X 1 # Σ (X 2 # Σ X 3 ), which is however not unique, even if considered up to isotopy. The same type of ambiguity exists for a connected sum of a pair of discs, C = D + #D − , D ± ∼ = D 2 : a natural diffeomorphism (fixed on ∂D ± ) between a pair of such connected sums, C → C ′ is well defined only up to a Dehn twist along the middle curve of the cylinder C ∼ = C ′ . The ambiguity in our case is such a Dehn twist multiplied by Σ. This product will be called a Σ-fibred Dehn twist along M .
Another type of ambiguity is related to the choice of a marking in X, that is of a fiber Σ t . One can again make an analogy with the connected sum of discs, namely, with marking a point in such a sum D + #D − .
The ambiguity in the Σ-marking of X makes grow the indeterminacy in the choice of a natural diffeomorphism as we consider multiple fiber sums, for example (
. Such a choice, which can be determined by a diffeomorphism of the corresponding connected sums of 2-discs, is however, not essential for us, because the Spin C structure that we obtain is not actually ambiguous, as follows from the following result.
3.6.1. Proposition.
(1) The map g * : Spin
induced by an isotopy of Σ t , as t ∈ S 1 makes a full twist, is the identity.
Proof. The diffeomorphism g P : P → P of the principal SO 4 -bundle π : P → X induced by the Σ-fibred Dehn twist g : X → X along M is itself a fibred Dehn twist in P , with afiber π −1 (Σ t ). The invariance of r + # Σ r − follows from the homology interpretation in 2.3 of Spin C structures and the homology description of the map induced by a fibred Dehn twist.
For (2), we recall that a relative structure r t ∈ Spin C (X, Σ t ) is a Spin C reduction S → P of the SO 4 -frame bundle on X (which does not vary with t) and an isomorphism F t : S| Σ t → S Σ t , where S Σ t is the canonical Spin C bundle over Σ t . If r t belongs to the image of the relativization map Spin C (X, M ) → Spin C (X, Σ t ), then F t can be viewed as the restriction of the isomorphism F : S| M → S M , where S M is the canonical Spin C bundle over M , and thus, the monodromy preserves such r t invariant. On the other hand, it follows immediately from 5-lemma that the monodromy in H 2 (X, Σ t ) is the identity, since it is the identity in H 2 (X) and H 2 (Σ t ). Thus, the affine monodromy in Spin C (X, Σ) has to be identity, since it has an invariant element.
Remark. Note that g * is not the identity map, since the map induced by a Σ-fibred Dehn twist in H 2 (X) is not the identity. Triviality of the monodromy in Proposition 3.6.1 implies associativity in the proposition below. The rest of this proposition is also straightforward.
3.6.2. Proposition. The following properties of the ∨-sum are satisfied for any Σ-marked 4-manifolds X i .
between the fiber sums of (X 1 , Σ) and (X 2 , Σ) sends the sum r 1 ∨ r 2 defined in X to the sum similarly defined in
C structure of the symplectic pair (X, Σ).
As a corollary of Proposition 3.6.2 we obtain analogous properties of the operation # Σ for r i ∈ Spin C (X i , Σ). For instance, the analogues of (2)- (4) can be written as
The basic properties of the absolute SW and OS invariants 4.1. The axioms. In order to emphasize the uniformity of our approach to the invariants SW X and OS X , we formulate some of their fundamental properties in form of axioms which should be satisfied for an invariant S X : Spin C (X) → R X , so that the refinement, S X,Σ : Spin C (X, Σ) → R X,Σ of S X defined like in §1 would have the properties stated in 13 Theorem 1.4.1. Here R X (R X,Σ ) is a ring, which is A * X (A * X,Σ ) in the case of SW invariants. It is also possible to choose as R X a subring of A * X , such as Z[U ], or even Z (restricting in the latter case SW X to Spin C (0) (X)). For OS invariants we let R X = A * X ⊗ Z/2, R X,Σ = A * X,Σ ⊗ Z/2. One can also let R X be the polynomial ring Z/2[U ], or simply Z/2. A1. Finiteness. The set of basic Spin C structures B X = {s ∈ Spin C (X) | S X (s) = 0} is finite for any X.
A2. Blowup relation. SX (ŝ) = S X (s), whereX andŝ are obtained from X and s like in 3.4.
A3. Conjugation symmetry. S X • conj X = (−1) 1 4 (σ(X)+χ(X)) S X , where conj X is the conjugation involution in Spin C (X) defined in 2.2 (note that putting a sign makes sense only for S = SW ).
A4. Lefschetz normalization. Assume that X → S 2 is a relatively minimal Lefschetz fibration whose fiber Σ ⊂ X has genus g > 1. Let s X ∈ Spin C (X) denote the canonical Spin C structure. Then
(1) S X (s X ) = 1, if X is endowed with the canonical homology orientation (with respect to a symplectic structure supporting the Lefschetz fibration).
is to say that s X is the only basic structure
• + be a fiber sum like in 3.5, with a fiber Σ of genus g > 1. Choose s ± ∈ Spin C (X ± , s Σ ) and let σ ± ∈ H 2 (X ± ) denote the Poincare dual class to Σ ⊂ X ± . Then 
where s − ∈ Spin C (X − ) and r − ∈ Spin C (X − , Σ) are the canonical absolute and relative Spin C structure of the Lefschetz fibration.
Remark. Identifying Σ with Σ × pt ⊂ Σ × S 1 ∼ = ∂X • , we can define set Spin C (X • , s Σ ) like we defined the affine set Spin C (X, s Σ ) in §1. In the other words, Spin C (X • , s Σ ) can be characterized as the image of Spin C (X, s Σ ) under the restriction map Spin
we may consider also
being the push-forward of S X and S X,s Σ respectively with respect to the maps induced by the restrictions Spin
• as the result of gluing X
, along with the corresponding push-forward map
The product formula A5 can be expressed then as
The formula in corollary 4.1.1 can be written as
, that is the restriction of f .
4.2.
On the proof of A1-A6. The properties A1-A3 are well known for the both SW and OS invariants. The property A4 (1)- (2) for SW invariants is proved by Taubes [T1] , and for OS invariants it follows from [OS3] , Theorem 5.1. The product formula A5 is a more general version of the product formula [MST] , which concerned originally the case R X = Z[U ]. The extension to the case R X = A * X formulated in A5 follows from a somewhat more general result of [CW] . For OS invariants, A5 can be easily deduced from the product formula [OS2] , Theorem 3.4. The adjunction inequality A6 is formulated in its simplest version (see [KM] ), indeed it was generalized in [OS1] for SW invariants and in [OS2] , Theorem 1.5, for OS invariants.
The property A4(3), which does not seem to be as well known as the others, is proved by the arguments in the proof of Lemma 5.7 from [OS3] , almost without any modification. In the case of SW invariants we need to use in addition the product formula of [CW] . We shall review the arguments from [OS3] .
The first key observation is that the canonical structure s W ∈ Spin C (W ) is the only one satisfying the adjunction inequality with respect to a certain family of surfaces F ⊂ W . For these surfaces F 2 < 0, and so in principle the inequality may fail for a basic structure s ∈ Spin C (X), but in this case there is another basic Spin C structure s ′ = s + f , where f ∈ H 2 (X) is Poincare dual to [F ] , and there exists ξ ∈ A F such that Φ X,s ′ (ξx) = Φ X,s (x) for any x ∈ A X (by action of ξ on x we mean the action of the image of ξ under the inclusion map A F → A X ). This conclusion can be made both for the SW and the OS invariants, since the generalized adjunction inequality are analogous in the both theories (cf. [OS1] and [OS3] ).
One can notice next that the construction of surfaces F in [OS3] yields a natural epimorphism H 1 (Σ) → H 1 (F ) commuting with the inclusion homomorphisms from H 1 (Σ) and H 1 (F ) to H 1 (X), and so we may assume that ξ ∈ A Σ .
The second key observation is triviality of the action of A Σ in HF + (M, t), where M = Σ × S 1 and t = s| M is the canonical structure induced from s Σ ∈ Spin C (Σ) by the projection M → Σ. This triviality is deduced in [OS3] as a corollary of the isomorphism HF + (M, t) ∼ = Z. By the same reason the action of A Σ is trivial also in the SeibergWitten-Floer homology groups HF SW * (M, t) ∼ = Z considered in [CW] . This implies vanishing of [CW] , where X 1 = X Int N , x 1 = x| X 1 and s ′ 1 = s ′ | X 1 . An alternative way to deduce vanishing of SW X,s ′ (ξx) is to use the product formula in [CW] , which implies for X = X 1 ∪ X 2 that
(we refer to [CW] for the notation involved in the above product formula). Applying it to X 2 = N and s ′ 2 = s ′ | X 2 , we conclude that the product vanishes, since the first factor vanishes. §5. Proof of Theorems 1.4.1 and 1.6.1 5.1. Independence of the choice of W . We assume that Σ 2 = 0, since the case of Σ 2 > 0 is reduced to it by blowing up X at points of Σ. Let us choose a pair of Lefschetz fibrations, W i → S 2 , i = 1, 2, with a fiber Σ such that H 1 (W i ) = 0, and denote by r i ∈ Spin C (W i , Σ) the canonical structures introduced in 2.6. Consider the fiber sums,
Independence of SW X,Σ under the choice of an auxiliary Lefschetz fibration follows from the following observation.
5.1.1. Proposition. For any r ∈ Spin C (X, Σ) we have
Proof. Since the two equalities are analogous, it is enough to prove only the first one. We denote by W 
where M = ∂W
• 2 and ∆ M ⊂ H 2 (Z) is like in 3.5 (that is the image of
). Finally, note that the sum in the right-hand side of the above formula has only one non-vanishing term corresponding to h = 0, which follows from A4(3) combined with the following observation.
Lemma. The following composition is injective
(the last map here is the inclusion homomorphism).
Proof. The Poincare duality transforms these homomorphisms into
The condition H 1 (W i ) = 0 allows to find a cycle in H 2 (W • ) having non-vanishing intersection index with h 2 in W , if h 1 = 0, thus proving non-triviality of the image of h 2 in H 2 (W • , ∂W • ). (1)- (5) in Theorems 1.4.1 and 1.6.1. Property (1) is just A1 applied to X# Σ W . Property (2) is trivial due to the construction of the invariants. To prove (3) we note that the connected sum X# Σ W can be also interpreted as the sum X# −Σ W , where W is the conjugate to W Lefschetz fibration (see 2.6). Property A3 implies that SW X,Σ (r) = SW X# Σ W (r# Σ r W,Σ ) is equal to ± SW X# Σ W (r# Σ r W,Σ ) where the conjugate Spin C structure r# Σ r W,Σ equals to r# −Σ r W,Σ as follows from Proposition 3.6.2(4), and r W,Σ = r W ,Σ , as remarked in 2.6. On the other hand, using W to evaluate SW X,−Σ (r) we obtain SW X,−Σ (r) = SW X# −Σ W (r# −Σ r W ,Σ ) that is ± SW X,Σ (r). The simplest way to understand the sign that appears in formula (3) is to use the splitting formula (5), which implies that it should be the same as for SW X , that is (−1) where r W,Σ ∈ Spin C (W, Σ) is the canonical relative Spin C structure of a Lefschetz fibration and rel X,Σ : Spin C (X, Σ) → Spin C (X) the relativization map.
Proof of Properties
5.3. Proof of the product formula (6). Consider a fiber sum X = X + # Σ X − and Lefschetz fibrations W ± → S 2 with a fiber Σ and H 1 (W ± ) = 0. Put Y ± = X ± # Σ W ± , W = W + # Σ W − , and
Choose a pair of relative structure r ± ∈ Spin C (X ± , Σ), denote by r W ± ,Σ ∈ Spin C (W ± , Σ) the canonical Spin C structures of Lefschetz fibrations in W ± and let s ± = r ± # Σ r W ± ,Σ ∈ Spin C (Y ± ), s = r + # Σ r W + ,Σ # Σ r − # Σ r W − ,Σ ∈ Spin C (Z). By Proposition 3.6.2, r W,Σ = r W − ,Σ ∨ r W + ,Σ ∈ Spin C (W, Σ) is the canonical relative Spin C structure of the Lefschetz fibration in W and s = (r + ∨ r − )# Σ r W,Σ .
The product formula A5 applied to the fiber sum decomposition
The sum in the right-hand side contains only one term SW Z (s) which follows from the arguments analogous to those in 5.1. Finally, we observe that SW X ± ,Σ (r ± ± kσ ± ) = SW Y ± (s ± ± kσ ± ), SW X,Σ (r + ∨ r − ) = SW Z (s). The second version of the product formula (6) follows from that r , that we will construct will have an orientation preserving involution, conj W : W → W , covering the complex conjugation, conj : CP 1 → CP 1 , that is to say, p • conj W = conj •p. A Lefschetz fibration with such an involution will be called real. Note that conj W is an anti-symplectic involution with respect to some symplectic structure ω supported by the fibration p, that is to say conj * W (ω) = −ω. Such ω can be constructed by the method of [G] . Namely, we let ω = p * (ω CP 1 ) + t(η − conj * W η), 0 < t < < 1, that is perturb the pull-back of the standard symplectic form ω CP 1 in CP 1 by t(η − conj
